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        Welcome to Huhtamaki North America

        Huhtamaki produces consumer goods packaging, foodservice products, and the CHINET® line of premium single-use tableware.
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                    Highlights

                        What is going on in our world of packaging? Read our latest articles, career stories and other news from the packaging industry.
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                                28.03.2024 · Sustainability
                            

                            Innovations for a circular world - 2023 highlights

                                In the year 2023, we witnessed tangible progress in our efforts towards achieving our 2030 objectives. This was made possible through the introduction of many innovative products, coupled with a consistent and steadfast approach towards developing...

                            

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    

                                

                            
                        

                    

                    
                        
                            
                                25.03.2024 · People, Recent, Recent
                            

                            Growth takes the spotlight for the Q1 2024 Foodservice Trends Report

                                

                            

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    

                                

                            
                        

                    

                    
                        
                            
                                04.03.2024 · Sustainability
                            

                            Packaging myths, busted

                                Climate change, biodiversity loss, pollution – we’re facing huge environmental problems, and everyone needs to do their share to keep the planet habitable for future generations. The least you can do is drink your coffee from a reusable cup, right? Some...

                            

                    

                

        

            





    
        
            
                
                        Careers

                                            Let your potential take shape

                                            Huhtamaki is a dynamic and fast-paced manufacturing and management organization that relies on the strength of its people to create a culture of innovative solutions and operational excellence.
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                        Products

                                            Packaging for food and drink

                                            Whether grabbing a cup of coffee to go or eating a gourmet meal at their desk, today's consumer expects the packaging to reflect the quality of the product inside. With this in mind, Huhtamaki has developed a comprehensive portfolio of top quality, visually enticing products that will make your brand not only stand out from the crowd, but get picked up and go with it. 
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